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ABSTRACT 
Secure wireless connectivity between mobile devices and financial/commercial establishments is mature, and so is the 
security of remote authentication for mCommerce. However, the current techniques are open for hacking, false 
misrepresentation, replay and other attacks. This is because of the lack of real-time and current-precise-location in the 
authentication process. This paper proposes a new technique that includes freshly-generated real-time personal biometric 
data of the client and present-position of the mobile device used by the client to perform the mCommerce so to form a 
real-time biometric representation to authenticate any remote transaction. A fresh GPS fix generates the “time and 
location” to stamp the biometric data freshly captured to produce a single, real-time biometric representation on the 
mobile device. A trusted Certification Authority (CA) acts as an independent authenticator of such client’s claimed real-
time location and his/her provided fresh biometric data. Thus eliminates the necessity of user enrolment with many 
mCommerce services and application providers. This CA can also “independently from the client” and “at that instant of 
time” collect the client’s mobile device “time and location” from the cellular network operator so to compare with the 
received information, together with the client’s stored biometric information. Finally, to preserve the client’s location 
privacy and to eliminate the possibility of cross-application client tracking, this paper proposes shielding the real location 
of the mobile device used prior to submission to the CA or authenticators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The sales and distribution of advanced Smartphones and Tablet-PCs has significantly increased over the last few years. 
This makes these mobile devices a valuable and powerful companion in our modern and highly mobile life. On the move 
access to social websites or company intranets, online checks of bank accounts or even complete mCommerce 
transactions are widely accepted operations performed by various users on their mobile phones. But secure, reliable 
authentication which can be subsequently prove the genuine users after mobile transaction scenarios is difficult. This is 
due to the lack of personal contact between the involved parties, which is one of the main security relevant characteristic 
in “static” store- or office-based business dealings (i.e. location and time is known and can be proven at the time of the 
transaction). The number of adult consumers, who were affected by identity theft increased tremendously in the last 
years, reaching a total number of more than 11 millions in the United States in 2009. This was an increase of more than 
10 percent, or over one million victims, compared to the previous year. Forty-two percent of the questioned victims 
reported that their personal information was misused in an online purchase or transaction [1]. 
This paper proposes to enhance the security of mCommerce applications by combining the biometric-based 
authentication process to identify a genuine person with including a proof of the current user’s location, which is 
independently verified through a trusted certification authority (CA) during authentication. The CA will request the 
current mobile device position from the cellular network operators, who can locate a mobile device during their normal 
operation by cellular basestation/tower triangulation. To ensure the privacy of the client, this paper proposes an 
algorithm so that the actual mobile device location is transferred into a “different domain” based on a “dynamic secret” 
shared between the mobile device and the cellular network operators, which is also unknown to the CA or any other 
legitimate/fake party involved. This proposed transformation preserves the relative distances necessary to verify the 
claimed location of the mobile device, but does not reveal the actual real physical location of the client to the CA. In 
 
 
 
 
addition, to further enhance the security and to guarantee the liveliness of the communication process, this paper further 
proposes that the transaction messages between the mobile device and the CA are protected by a biometric-based 
challenge / response encryption scheme.  
Latest generations of Smartphones and Tablet PCs incorporate a large diversity of sensors, and wireless communications 
transceivers. 3G, GSM, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPS receivers, cameras, microphones and multi-touch displays are very 
common features in most mobile devices. Integration of these additional features into mCommerce applications offers 
new possibilities to enhance the security and to strengthen the authentication process. For example, the mobile device 
location and the highly-accurate time extracted from received GPS messages can be used to tag the single steps in an 
authentication or communication process. Similar, various user biometrics (e.g. fingerprint) can be effortlessly gathered 
by the device sensors and used in tight combination with the location and time to 1) clearly identify the user by his/her 
biometrics, 2) ensure the freshness of the authentication process by integrating the GPS-based time and 3) determine and 
verify the position of the mobile device by using GPS and the cellular network. 
This novel location verification concept joined with the guarantee of fresh GPS real-time stamped biometric 
authentication shall bring back the “location, time and participating individual” confidence of office-based businesses to 
mCommerce applications. The algorithms proposed in this paper extend the previously published eBiometrics mobile 
authentication scheme [2] with the proof of the mobile device location and the certainty of a real-time and fresh 
authentication process. 
The reminder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the background of this paper and outlines related 
work in biometric-based authentication and privacy preserving mobile device location verification technologies. Section 
3 introduces the general idea of the proposed biometric-based challenge / response location verification method. Section 
4 extends this algorithm to preserve the location privacy of the mobile device user. Finally, we conclude the paper and 
outline future work in Section 5. 
 
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
Authentication can be defined as a procedure which confirms, that a person is who he/she claims to be, by the use of one 
or more different methods or factors. Nowadays, the three most accepted authentication factors are: something a user 
knows (e.g. password), something a user has (e.g. credit card or token) or something a user being/is (e.g. biometrics) [3]. 
Recently, researchers have proposed additional authentication features, e.g. “somebody you know” (vouching) [4] or 
“where you are” which can be used in conjunction with the classical factors to enhance authentication security. Strong 
passwords can offer a high authentication security if deployed properly. Unfortunately, password-based authentication is 
often easy to crack/hack in to because users select only very short passwords which can be easily memorised and 
therefore guessed by a hacker. The security of a token relies completely on the physical ownership. Once lost or stolen, a 
token can be used by everyone and does not offer any authentication security any more. Biometric authentication is 
based on human physical properties or behaviours and is accepted as a very reliable and robust authentication method. 
However, various ways to offend a biometric-based system have been identified, e.g. template replacement or replay 
attacks [5]. Therefore, the objectives of recent research efforts in biometric-based authentication have widened to involve 
improving the security of biometric templates. Template protection schemes have been proposed in the literature to 
produce cancellable/revocable biometrics. Theses schemes can be classified into two main categories [6]: feature 
transformation and biometric cryptosystem. In this paper, we focus on the first category (i.e. feature transformation), and 
more precisely on Random Orthonormal Projection (ROP) proposed in [7, 8]. ROP technique relies on user-based 
orthonormal matrices to transform individual’s biometric features (points in high dimensional space) to a secure space 
where the distances between original points and the secure ones are preserved. 
Aloul and El-Hajj proposed in [9] to use a mobile phone as a software token, which generates a one-time password 
(OTP) based on unique phone identifiers (IMEI, IMSI) and a username/PIN. Time is included in the OTP to ensure the 
one-time property and to avoid the re-use of previously generated passwords. [10] suggested to cross-check a user 
location in a business transaction (e.g. an ATM machine cash withdrawal or a purchase in a shop) to identify and defeat 
identity theft. Their proposed scheme relies on a pre-defined set of locations which are compared against the actual 
location of the mobile device. A continuous device tracking is required to recognize irregular actions or possible attacks, 
which is very difficult to maintain, as mobile devices can be switched off or out of monitoring range and can lead to 
privacy concerns by the continuously tracked client. 
 
 
 
 
Saroiu and Wolman introduced the concept of location proofs [11], which are generated for example by trusted Wi-Fi 
access points or cellular operator. A location proof is requested and stored by the mobile device user and attached to the 
communication messages once needed. As the demand of a location proof and the storage is completely managed by the 
user, privacy concerns are reduced to a minimum. However, as the proof is available to the user, an attacker could try to 
forge it. In [12], Luo and Hengartner outlined an architecture to prove the mobile device location without affecting the 
users privacy. They proposed to use a group signature scheme and cryptographic hashes to ensure the validity of a 
location proof generated by a proof issuer. 
Cellular network operators can locate mobile devices through signal triangulation from serving and neighbouring 
basestations/towers during their normal operation by measuring signals, which are constantly exchanged between mobile 
devices and basestations. The accuracy of cellular tower based positioning varies, depending on the used technique [13] 
and the area of operation [14]. However, the overall accuracy of this positioning method increased enormously in the 
recent past, mainly driven by the United States E911 mandate [15]. 
 
3. PRIVACY PRESERVING LOCATION VERIFICATION 
The close combination of biometric-based authentication of a user, the independent location verification of the involved 
mobile device as well as the guaranteed freshness of the transaction process based on the GPS time and the proposed 
challenge / response encryption scheme offers a strong authentication method for mCommerce applications. During 
enrolment stage, the genuine client registers his/her biometrics (e.g. fingerprint) with the CA. In the case, that the client 
wants to use more than one application supported by the CA, the client can enrol different and cancellable versions of 
his/her biometrics for each application. The multiple versions of the client biometrics will ensure that no linking between 
applications is possible and in the case that one biometric template is compromised, all others are still secure and the 
corresponding application protected. The correct biometric template is selected by the CA during authentication, based 
on the requested application certificate. 
 
3.1 Biometric authentication and key generation 
In this paper, fingerprint biometric is adopted for our implementation. Precisely, FingerCode approach proposed by Jain 
eta al in [16] has been selected due to the fact that Random Orthonormal Projection (ROP) [7, 8] requires fixed length 
feature vectors. FingerCode approach [16] relies on detecting the Region Of Interest (ROI) and tessellating it around the 
reference point, then a bank of Gabor filters are applied in eight directions to capture both local and global features of a 
fingerprint image as illustrated by Figure 1.  
In this work, the ROI was divided into 64 sectors so the fixed length of FingerCode features is 64 x 8 (eight discs in eight 
direction) resulting in 512 features in total for each FingerCode. The 512-feature fingerprint template is then secured by 
subjecting it to a user-based ROP to produce cancellable version of the fingerprint templates. To evaluate the 
performance of FingerCode approach, this work trials use the publicly available FVC2002-DB2 fingerprint database 
[17], which consists of 100 different fingers with 8 impressions per finger. Only the first four impressions from each 
finger are used here, because extracting FingerCode features requires an accurate detection of the reference points. The 
first fingerprint image of each user is used as a template and the remaining three images are employed for testing. i.e. 
100 images form a gallery set and 300 images form a probe set in total. Experimental results show that the achieved 
authentication accuracy in terms of the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) of the secure 
version of FingerCode approach (i.e. using ROP based cancellable fingerprint) is FAR=0% and FRR=16%. Note that it 
is feasible to achieve perfect matching or 100% accuracy or a zero % Equal Error Rate (EER) when the ROP 
transformation keys are assumed to be secure. However, in this case fingerprint system suffers from a very high FAR 
when the ROP transformation key is compromised (see [18, 19] for further details on performance evaluation for such 
systems). To produce a biometric key, there is a need to deal with the fuzziness of biometric samples resulting from the 
differences between the freshly captured fingerprint sample and the enrolled templates. Therefore, and error correcting 
codes are used in the same way described in [20] to bridge the gap between the preciseness of cryptographic keys and the 
fuzziness of biometric samples. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: FingerCode-based fingerprint recognition as proposed in [16] 
 
3.2 Biometric-based challenge / response location verification 
By the time a client wants to use one of his registered applications, a message over a secure channel (e.g. by using SSL) 
to the CA is released as shown in Figure 2, which contains the unique client identification number and the ID of the 
demanded application (1). The CA generates on reception of the message a random challenge N (2) and sends it back to 
the client (3). Then, a process on the mobile device is triggered which takes the fresh client biometrics (e.g. fingerprint) 
and calculates the biometric based key KB (4). This key is XORed with the received random challenge N (5) to produce a 
one-time biometric-challenge based encryption key NKB. Concurrently, the actual device location (longitude and latitude 
value in decimal fraction notation) and time is gathered from the GGA (Global Positioning System Fix Data) [21] 
messages received by the GPS receiver on the mobile device every second. The location LMD is then encrypted using 
NKB (6) and sent together with the current time TMD to the CA (7). The CA calculates NK’B with the knowledge of the 
random challenge N and the stored biometric key of the client and decrypts the received message to extract the claimed 
mobile device location LMD and time TMD (8). The CA now can verify that the received time is up-to-date and requests 
the mobile device location at exactly that instant in time from the cellular network operators (9). The current mobile 
device location L’MD is obtained from the cellular network operator by basestation/cell tower triangulation and send back 
to the CA. In a final step, the CA verifies that the claimed location of the mobile device and the location received from 
the network operators are within a certain threshold (10). If this is the case, the client request is authenticated as genuine 
and a certificate to allow the client to access the third-party application is issued by the CA. 
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Figure 2. Biometric-based challenge / response process 
 
3.3 Privacy preserving location verification 
To reveal the mobile device location and hence the real physical location of the mobile device client to the CA, as 
described in the biometric-based challenge / response location verification scheme above, is critical from a clients 
privacy point of view. The CA could use the received location information to track the client’s behaviour or to build a 
precise profile of an individual’s movement. The proposed privacy preserving location verification scheme addresses this 
problem and enables the CA to verify the distance between the claimed location and the location determined by the 
network operators without actually knowing the real physical location of the mobile device user. 
To achieve this, a dynamic secret is defined between the mobile device and the network operator. This secret is only 
known to these two parties and used to transfer the real physical locations into a different, secure domain. It is important 
to mention, that the transformation will preserve the distance between the two original locations, but will not reveal any 
information about their real positions on earth. 
During authentication, the mobile device determines his current location LMD and time TMD using the GPS receiver as 
stated in Section 3.2. But in contrast to the previous scheme, the location is not directly encrypted by NKB. Instead, the 
longitude and latitude geographic coordinates are transferred into a different, secure domain, in which the two values 
will be represented as binary strings, by the following steps (see Figure 3). 
First, the distance between LMD and the point on the equator with the same latitude value as well as between LMD and the 
point on the prime meridian with the same longitude value is calculated (2) by the use of the Haversine formula [22] (see 
Formula 1). Both resultant distances are then divided by a pre-defined location binarisation resolution of 100 meters to 
calculate the number of bits (DistBits) to represent the distance in binary format (3). The value of 100 meter is based on 
the F-C-C 911 regulation [15], which requires an accuracy of network-based solutions of 100 meter in 67 percent of the 
time and 300 meter in 95 percent of the time. Now, a binary location string LBin is generated, containing DistBits “1”s and 
(MaxBits – DistBits) “0”s to represent longitude and latitude value of the original location respectively and shuffled by TMD 
to distribute the zeros and ones (4). The time TMD is later send as part of the mobile device location request to the 
network operator, who will perform the same shuffling on the tower triangulation based location. Finally, the calculated 
binary representation LBin is XORed with a hashed value of the current serving cell-ID (5). The hash function is used to 
cipher the Cell-ID and to adjust the number of bits according to the binary location string. The cell-ID operates in the 
process as the dynamic changing secret shared only between the mobile device and the network operator and is 
 
 
 
 
independently available on both sides. This independent retrieval characteristic of the cell-ID makes an exchange 
mechanism unnecessary which simplifies and strengthens the proposed scheme. The resultant binary string LMDBin is 
encrypted by NKB (6) as described in Section 3.2 and send to the CA. During authentication, the network operator will 
process the triangulation-based mobile device location in the same way and send the result to the CA, which will 
compare it with the binary strings to calculate the distance. If the distance is within the acceptable threshold, the 
certificate is issued to the client otherwise the request is denied. 
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Formula 1. Haversine 
 
 
Figure 3. Privacy preserving verification process 
 
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper proposes to use two independent localisation sources to verify the claimed location of a mobile device, e.g. 
GPS receiver on the mobile device and tower positioning performed by cellular network operators. This two-way 
location verification tightly coupled with biometric authentication and a biometric-key based challenge / response 
encryption scheme shall guarantee the freshness and real-time of the authentication process and shall enhance the 
security of mCommerce applications. A certification authority will control the authentication process, hold securely the 
biometric data of the client and perform the required communication with the network operators. 
To protect the privacy of the client towards the certification authority, the transmitted real location is transferred into a 
different, secure domain based on a dynamic shared secret between the mobile device and the cellular network operator. 
To verify the practicality and to test the proposed algorithms, numerous trials and measurements of GPS-based locations 
on the mobile device and simultaneously obtained location information from the cellular network have been recorded. 
Evaluation of the collected data shows a difference of 100 to 300 meters between the two independently obtained 
positions, which complies with previous measurements in the U.K. [14] and the U.S. FCC 9-1-1 requirements.  
 
 
 
 
Research work on this project is ongoing and future schemes will integrate additional factors (e.g. multi-biometrics and 
user password) to further strengthen the authentication process.  
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